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Silverman receives 8 percent pay hike
by Mike Davis
Staff Writer.
President Paul H. Silverman received an 8 percent salary increase
Monday at the monthly Board of
trustee meeting held at the University
of Maine at Machias.
Silverman's wage increased by
$5,559 to $60,639.
Nevertheless, the 13th president of
UMO says his salary is near the
bottom of the national pay scale for
land-grant university presidents.
The action is a delayed pay hike,
retroactive to July 1, 1982.
The BOT also passed 8 percent pay
hikes to President Robert L. Woodbury of the University of Southern
,Maine and Vice Chancellor William J. 'Sullivan, whose salaries increased by
$5,160 to $59,160 and $4,840 to
$56,657 respectively. Their pay hikes
are retroactive to July 1, 1982.
In related matters, the board
discussed the battle between university administration and the Associated
Faculties of the University of Maine
over a formula to distribute $800,000,
increasing faculty salaries, which were
ranked 49th in the nation among state
universities.
The money was allocated by the
Maine State Legislature last June as
extra funding, but the $800,000 has
been a source of conflict for UMaine
employees ever since.

a decision which the board does not
approve, it may ignore the resolution.
- .
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy also
reported on potential cuts which would
affect the University of Maine campuses should the proposed referendum on tax indexing be initiated.
The referendum, which calls for
$2.6 million in cuts to the university
system, is just part of a proposal to
refund taxes to the taxpayers. The
Maine State Supreme Court is studying the proposal to see if it is
constitutional.
If it is, $1.2 million of the $2.6
million will come from UMO.
The money must come from unallocated funds, Allen said. About 80
percent of university funds are
funds" such
havealready
b
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Chancellor Patrick McCarthy (left), who is speaking here with Trustee
Stanley Evans, talked about proposed cuts to the university ir4esterday's
BOT meeting.
The basic AFUM position is that the
Charles Major, chief negotiator for
funds should be distributed to all AFUM, had said that utilizing the
faculty members equally. However, merit system would restrict 65 percent
the board maintains that the funds be of the faculty unit from receiving pay.
distributed on a merit system, which increases.
.
consider factors like superior achieveThe trustees will use an arbitrator to
ment and outstanting recognition make a non-binding decision on the
through teaching or publication.
issue Dec. 26. If the arbitrator makes
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In other matters, the BOT refused
Nasson College's request to join the
UMaine institutions.
The board
turned down the request as it had
problems intergrating Nasson into the
UMaine system.
Nasson. which has been experiencing financial difficulties, was listed in
the Directory of American Philosophers 1980-81 as a school where
"Courses are offered without' degree
specialization and having a total
enrollment of 554 students."

Stillwater River environmental art project completed
by Diane M. Norton
Staff writer
ties
railroad
Rough -textured
combined with softly developed
contours on tehe bank of the Stillwater
River result in' Stillwater River Project
Number 1, a recently completed
environmental sculpture at UMO.
Art professor,Deborah_de Moulpied
said, "It all started as a classroom
last
sculpture
assignment
in
September. The problem presented to
the advanced sculpture students
included dealing with earth movement
and the introduction of simple
materials. The idea was to create
environmental space for the benefit of
the community and the student body."
•
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integral part of the work, but she
believes using them to buttress the land
will act both as a design element and a
means of containing the dirt mounds.
When the planning of the project
began, finding a suitable site was the
primary consideration. The spot
selected was the bank of the Stillwater
near the Steam Plant parking lot.
Each of the students was responsible
for constructing a model of how to best
occupy the space. "The students were
responsible for every facet of the
enterprise. The topography, the trees,

r1

the angles of the roads and soil
times to these groups before President
conditions had to be right.
Paul Silverman approved the plan.
The cost of student proposed
The members of the Patrons of the
projects ranged from $1,500 to
Arts, who contributed the basic
$30,000," deMoulpied said.
funding for the project, had positive
Once the students had completed
reactions to the plans, McLeary said.
their models, presentations began. A
McLeary said the winner had to be
jury from the Art Department and
determined by such factors as cost,
physical plant and the facilities
upkeep and likeliness of permanent
committee (a group comprising the
stability. Since McLeary's plan was
vice-president, Bangor -C-ommunity- financially less than the others _and
College and UMO faculty) reviewed
seemed to "fit" the environment, it
the presentations.
continued on page 3)
The plans were submitted several
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Christmas tree sale underway at Nutting

by Daina Valentino
Staff Writer
Allison McLeary, the creator of the
project said that her idea was to work
Xi Sigma Pi, the forestry honor
with the earth itself. "I wanted to _ society, is selling Christmas trees this
make something that would be safe;-' week to benefit forestry scholarships.
yet intriguing for the students to walk
The trees, which are Balsam firs,
through, something that would be range in size from 12 inches to 15 feet.
basically Some trees are planted in pots for
and
enjoyable
dorm residents to conform with
indestructible."
A senior art major at the time, Residential Life regulations specifying
McLeary relates that her plan was that plants within dorrnittories- must
influenced by the Indian burial have viable root systems.
Louie Morn, adviser orXt-Signia
mounds of the Midwest, -especially the
Pi, said the honor society_expects to
Great Serpent Mound in Ohio.
McLeary isn't sure where she got the sell about 400 trees.
idea of using railroad ties as the
The cost of the Christmas trees,

ranging from $3 to $207- Varies
depending on the type and size of each
tree. The more expensive the tree is
cultivated and sheared specifically for
use as a Christmas tree, while the less
expensive tree is not sheared.
Although the honor society grossed
$2,000 this past weekend, Tom

Hall's Christmas Tree Farm in Dover-.
Foxcroft. The rest are bought from
local distributors..
"We (Xi Sigma Pi) receive almost
100 percent profit on trees sold from
our own plantation. Profit is also quite
high on trees from the local dealers
because we receive such a good deal,"
Newcomb said. "However, the trees
Newcomb, president of Xi Sigma Pi, from Hall's must be considered when
'said it is difficult to estimate net profit calculating expenses."
because ,iff. varying tree prices and
The trees will be on sale behind- _p_nrchase expenses.
Nutting Hall this Monday Amp.—
The forestry department grows Thursday frorn 3 p.m. to- 5 p.m.,
about 100 trees on the university Friday from noon to 5—ji.m. and
plantation. However, more than halfof Saturday and Sunday from 9 a.m. to 5
the total trees sold are purchased from o.m.
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Rock music's first punks finally make it to Orono
by Maureen Harrington
Staff writer
If you can't make it to the final
concert of The. Who's farewell North
American tour don't despair. Viewing
it live via satellite from UMO's
Memorial Gymnasium is the next best
thing to being there.
The Dec. 17 concert will be telecast
at- 10 p.m. using the latest in satellite
4istribution, a giant 15 feet by 20 feet
screen and concert-quality stereo
sound. Tickets cost $4 for stuilents and
$6 for the general public.
Knowles, _ _ Concert
Bob
Entertainment Network (CEN)
Campus Coordinator, svid -Mut e.,than
200 tickets have been sold since sales
began Dec. 1. He said the Oct. 30
concert, 3-D simulcast of Devo, drew
about 300 people He expects more at
this concert.
"The low turnout' may have been
because this is such anew concept and
students are leary of it. But technically
speaking, the Devo concert was
flawless...1 expect more people at The
Who concert because the band is more
widely recognized," he said.
The live teleci5t- is being presented
by CEN and is sponsored by SEA and
WTOS-FM. CEN, established Jan. 6,
1982 by Jeffrey Moritz and Scott
riesira:
Sensitive,
Compassionate, Energetic
Male(s) for lonely dejected
female. Tall, Blue eyes, willing to
explore new horizons. Reply Box
_
E500 Chadbourne.
FOR SALE:
1972 Volkswagon. New tires,
reconditioned engine. Need
money to return to school. $700
or best offer. Call Nancy or
Sandra at 866-5631.
BREAK-A-WAY: Bermuda,
$338, or Nassau, $339!!! See
Millie or Perry at the Memorial
Union Information Center or call
7035!

•
Lange, was developed to address the
entertainment. He also slid it has great
needs of college and univesity markets.
potential to tap many sources in the
that were unable to afford live concerts
future.
Under
one
a
by major talents.
Lange, chairman of CEN,said,"We
experiment, UMO was chosen as one
like to bring in top musical
would
of 65 college participants to market the
artists, and will look to break ground
new idea.
Because it is an experiment, CEN
has covered all the costs. Hard" sire,
including a receive-only atenna, s. en
and decoders is supplied free of ci .rge
to all participating schools. Afte-- )ne
year of member ship, CEN will i all
the antenna and the large s en
io
projection equipment on campus
cost.
•
CEN has also paid for pre-printed
Daina--Valentitio----------tickets, posters, -flyers, programs and
Writer
Staff
newspaper advertising. Five percent of
the gross proceeds from ticket sales will
P'nuts Co-op, the non-profit
also be given to the university. In
organization
which provide% a variety
return, SEA must provide a hall for the
members, is latipchiing
for
its
foods
of
showing, sell tickets, and staff each
publicity campaign
fund-raising
and
a
event. "We really can't lose with this
self-supporting.
become
to
new idea," Knowles said. .
Hilda Taylor, director 'of the fundEach telecast event is electronically
and publicity committee, said
raising
scrambled and transmitted via satellite
Board pays some of
the
Off-Campus
to the portable receive-only antenna or
expenses, including
Co-op's
the
earth station. There the signal is
office supplies and
unscrammbled and projected by means telephone service,
salaries.
officers'
of a large screen color projector in
The co-op hopes to raise enough
concert halls.
money
to cover ihese expenses and to
Knowles said the CEN is in addition
and noodles in bulk
grains
order
to, not instrau ut, live Lin-campus

(Continued

by bringing live Broadway productions
and hope to bring specialized sports
and pay-per-view movies."

P'nuts Co-op embarks
on fund raising efforts

......... yup,li. 1
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Police Blotter
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$5 REWARD
Green University of Maine
Notebook lost with psychology
and sociology notes in it. Please
Return to Todd Hackett 337
Dunn Hall. Lost in Boardman.
Please Return before Dec. 10,
Thank-you.
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by Marshall Murphy
Staff writer
Gregory Gaudette, 19 of
Hampden, was arrested for
operating under the influence of
intoxicating beverages Saturday.
Gaudette's 1983 AMC Gremlin
was stopped on Chadbourne
Drive.

Art

quantities.
Fund-raising projects this semester
included- selling food at the
Organizational Fair during Parents
and Friends Weekend, raffling off $10
and $15 food prizes and bake sales in
the Memorial Union.
The co-op has raised more than $70,
a sum which Taylor calls ."just a
start." Salaries of the co-op total
$1,150 a year. Phone bills are about
$10 each month. Taylor said P'nuts
plans to use pant of the $70 in a fund,
are
semester. Plans
rfaoirsinag dinnerb
cookbook are also underway.
P'nuts is also trying to increase its
membership to ease the workload
associated with each food order,
including organizing individual food
orders, pick-up, distribution and cleanup.
Co-director Ali Angelides said,
although membership has not
increased throughout the years,
university staff and faculty members
are becoming more aware of the co-op.
"It's fortunate that faculty members
have shown an interest in P'nuts. We
(the co-op) have tried to build our
community membership because ou,
ultimate goal is to operate yearround," Angelides said.
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Patricia Boncal, 22 of York,
was arrested for operating under
the influence of intoxicating
beverages Thursday. Boncal's
1976 Dodge van was stopped on
Long Road.

REMINDER:
Wednesday

is the last da
applications will be accepted for the
positions of Advertising Manager
and Advertising Salespersons.
Applications can still be picked up
in the basement of Lord Hall
afternoons.

United Way
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Thanks to you it's working.
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390 WILSON ST BREWER, MAINE 04412
TEL 1207) 989 - 13202

Miss Santa Claus suit -size 12-14

.Achaie .ice:

APRIL 9, 1983

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Educational Center
TEST PNEPANATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Init.-MD(10f,

(617)482-7420
Class in your area
beginning January 22

About Other Centers In More Than 85 Mayor US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State 'CALL TOLL FREE. MO-223-17112

SENIORS!!
The 1983 Prism will arrive by
late October of 1983.11 you will
not be on campus at that time and
would like your yearbook mailed,
please send $2.00 and a
forwarding address to the Prism
office, Memorial Union and it will
be mailed upon publication.
YEARBOOKS ARE NOT
AUTOMATICALLY MAILED!!
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(continued from page 1)
was chosen.
Job Corps students, it was their "first
Another person who was largely art experience." /
responsible for the success of the
de Moulpied said, "It was the first
project was Charles Shepard III. opportunity they had to become
"Without Charles," a senior art major involved with something from start to
from Bath, "we couldn't have done finish. They _could see the complete
it,' McLeary said.
work and they were moved by it. With
Shepard, who was also a member of the presence of TV and newspaper
deMoulpied's sculpture class, acted as coverage, it was a charged experience
coordinator of the project.
for them."
When the day arrived, it was
Vincent Hartgen, curator of the art
summer and school had ended. department said. "It was an exciting
McLeary, Shepard and de Moulpied, venture for the students. They learned
with the help of other students, friends how to work under pressure and
and 12 Job Corps students, began deadlines and they learned how to
work as dictated by Shepard.
accomplish ..,all of the techniques
—7Shepard arranged the work into 30-.--ecessary to obtain their goal. In
minute segments including check practice, this becomes as important as
points at each interval.
the sculpture itself."
The project was completed in 47
Bill Hamilton, assistant coordinator
hours--one hour ahead of the defined
to Shepard, said, "The enthusiasm and
schedule.
interest were there 100 percent'. I had
de Moulpied said, "The tight time
all the confidence in the world in
ithedule-of the project was established
Shepard and de Moulpied."
to parallel the sort of -schedule that a
The "charge" continues as the
professional environmental sculptor
project begins to draw attention from
would have to follow in coordination
the students and community. But, as
with a commercial building project."
President Silverman agrees, many Prof. Deborah de Moulpied (left) and Allison McLeary, creator of the
Stressing the importance of the help
people aren't aware of it and More Stillwater River Project number 1, look at the model for the project during its
planning stages.
given by the Job Corps students, de
people need to be made aware of it.
.
Moulpied said the execution could not
To many, the Stillwater River
have occurred without them.
Project Numberl needs to be defined,
McLeary was also impressed by
but Hilton said there is the possibility
dependable students: "They were hard
that the project needs no definition.
workers, and it was amazing to think
Hilton said: "Perhaps Stillwater
_yaw'ivick
that they weren't even being paid."
River Project Number I can last for
The Job Corps youth who worked
years and others will find it and
on the project were from the building
1
wonder what it is all about. Just as
c
maintenance class. Because of their
iBermuc6 — 336!
other people have wondered about
knowledge.of equipment and because
Stonehenge. It doesn't have to have an 0
they were used to doing a lot of heavy
answer. It can remain a mystery
Ifassau —
work, they were perfect for the job.
because the mystery is the beauty of
Shepard said that for many of the
it."
• •
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Give a Personal for Christmas!
Wish your friends good luck on
Finals!
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44,

_Next Eridair
e_Ahe Maine
Campus will publish Hoe final issue
-eit-401121-Thie-fe-year-LAST-CHANCE
to get in your personal Niessagel
Secret Santos, this is your chance
to give the ultimate surprise.
Wish your roommate, your R.A.,
your RAE, your girlfriend, your
parents and your pet goldfish a
Merry Christmas and Nappy New
Year in the Maine Campus
Personals! Personals will be
accepted until 1:00 Thursday in the
basement of Lord Hall.

Presented by

Twenty words.$1.00

Miller Lite and
The Bounty Taverne
500 Main Streetii!92gor
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Opinion
Passive fans

Another storey

Mir_ %lu,i.

NANCY STOREY

both men's and women's--have seen support dwindle
in the past couple years, even in a state where high
school basketball is a religion.
Support for smaller teams on campus is even
lower. Some of the best seats in the house can be
found empty at swim meets. And the only way people
ever get to track meets is if they want to go running
and find the fieldhouse occupied. And you could
probably count the fans at a wrestling meet on two
hands-if not one.
Anyone whoitas_participated in any athletic
• contest-or any other type of competition for that
matter--knows the value of a few encouraging words.
It can often mean the difference between winning
and giving up.
What's the story? Have spectator sports become a
thintof the past? That is doubtful-the fieldhouse is always full when intramural games are going on, and !
not just with participants. Usually there are enough
fans at the hockey games, too, but you'd never know
it by the noise level, even though it only takes a few
people hollering to make the rafters ring.
No, students are just passive. But they can't be.
Fan support is an essential ingredient for any
winning season.
N.S.

Once again, student apathy at UMO runs rampant.
To prove this point, ask any of the players on the
men's hockey team, the wrestling team, or any other
member of intercollegiate teams here. They are the
ones who could use fan support, especially when they
are tied or have just fallen behind.
But they find no support there. Saturday night's
hockey game is a perfect example. The team has been
having problems all year scoring in thttbild period,
but when the team really needed the support, there
was none there. After cheering the team during the
second period, during which the team played some of
the best hockey they have this year, the fans suddenly
died in the third making it difficult for the team to
maintain morale.
Granted, the teen has some problems it needs to
work on. But this is no reason why the crowds at
Alfond Arena should become passive, no reason for
the not to care whether the team won or not.
What seems to be the Roblem? Are students ma
because they have to get their tickets in advance? Are
there too many non-students attending the games?
But what about other sports? The basketball teams--

ExCuSE ME StRi_
WHAT IS 114E SORE
TI4E (JAME?

Holiday cheer
The time is once again drawing
near. It's the beginning of
December and even though-, it's
almost Christmas people seem to
bt having trouble getting in the
mood this year. I know it's hard,
especially if your're from Maine
and expect a white Chrisqmas.

WELL Sort THE

GAME'S BEEN OVER
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But there are thins-we all -can
do-to get in the- moody no mattes how small. For those of you
having problems, here are a few
'suggestions:
-Sprinkle potato buds around
the parking lot. Just make sure
it's not raining.
-Hang an eight foot Santa
poster on the wall of your room.
-Pray for snow,
-Plant a Christmas tree in the
middle of your room where you
spehd most of your time so you
have to walk around it to get
anywhere.
-Buy one of those ladies witll
the bells, a cup of hot chocolate
when you go shopping.
-Pick up someone's packages
after they drop them because they
bumped into you.
-Pray for snow.
-Put up lights (or paint
lightbulbs if you can't afford a
string of them) and then sit
around with all the other lights
out. Put on Mitch Miller and sing
Christmas carols.
-Go shopping, but don't buy
anything. Just look at all the
people and smile;-Write a letter4o-your-mether--and tell her how homesick you
are.
-Or better yet, write a letter to
your father and tell him to tell
Santa what you want for
Christmas.
-Watch the Grinch, then
pretend you have reformed like
--Go to a nursing home and
read "A Christmas Carol" to
someone who really needs the
love.
'Pray for snow.
-Wear sleigh bells- on your
sneakers then bounce your feet
up and down in class.
-Write to your sister and tell
her you love her. That will really
-freak her out.
-Drink egg nog and brandy
instead of Bud.
-Pray for snow.
-Make an advent wreath then
light it every night.
-Write to your grandmother
and ask her if there is anything
you can do for her before the
holidays.
-Make five dozen Christmas
cookies, the kind with the red and
green sprinkles, then give one to
the .first 60 people you meet as
you walk across the mall.
-Pray for snow. Then pray to
God and thank Him for allowing
Christmas to be in the first place.
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Big Brothers and Big Sisters
To the editor:
On Saturday Dec. 11 from
1-3 p.m., Delta Upsilon and
Phi Mu will be sponsoring a
Christmas party for the Big
Brother/Sister program and
all those interested -in
becoming "Bigs," unmatched
"Littles" will beihere.
Having
a
little
brother/sister requires only ,a

few hours a week but the many
benefits (for both) can be
rewarding. You and your
"little" can go to movies, play
sports, go•to UMO games or
just have fun being together.
It's a lot of responsibility but
it's worth it.
The Christmas party at
Delta Upsilon will give--you-a
chance to meet the littles, sing
carols, and enjoy some

holiday desserts. There is no
commitment needed to attend'
Saturday's party.
For more information call
Greg Farrell or Jamie Cough
at D.U. at 866-4970 or the Big
Brother/Sister Program in
Orono at 866-4903.

Jamie Cough
Delta Upsilon

again by carnivores and closed minds
To the editor:
Have you ever been to the
Next Door Cafe in Orono?
Again and again have
The cafe is completely
vegetarians and other folk
vegetarian (fish is served) and
who frequent health food
stores been attacked -by-_the- food is great! All sorts of
people go there, meat eating,
carnivores and close-minded
people. Commentary, Friday, cigarette smoking students and
12-3-82, was absurd. Not only even the President of this here
University is a regular
was it poorly written, but it
was frought with stereotypes customer. And you know
what, they love it!
about people who eat
=processed foods.
People who buy whole
Come on, Mike, isn't it a bit foods have a large variety of
passe to think that all "health foods' from which to choose
food nuts" eat is plain, raw and can use their own ideas
tofu?
about preparing it, rather than

legal briefs
Physical
.and
psychological abuse within
households has always been
a problem. Prior to 1979
there was little recourse
abused victims could take in
Maine. The laws were not
specific enough and law
enforcement officers did
not feel comfortable going
into people's homes to
break up family conflicts.
With the passage of the
Maine domestic abuse law,
victims now have a definite
recourse to take to protect
themselves and other
household members from
further abuse. ---- - .
A common myth about
domestic abuse is that it
only takes_ place in urban
ghettosl and backwoods
Mat ar C415 irjr-pOur ait
uneducated people. It is a
problem that is present in
many social and cultural
settings, including this
University community.
Domestic abuse happens to
students and can be
inflicted by students.
An
important
characteristic of the law is
that all adult family or
household members are
protected. The law is not
limited to blood relatives,
or husbands and wives. It
includes spouses or former
spouses, individuals
presently or formerly living
as spouses, biological
parents of an illegitimate
child and others related by
blood or marriage.
The protection from
abuse law allows for both

buying:-something already.
madeand pre-packaged. Sure,
some whole foods are
expensive but the price of meat
per pound is so expensive
many people can only afford
the cheapest grades.
How often do you buy steak
Mike, or one of the better cuts
of meat? The latter would
probably be better for you as
far as meat goes than
hamburger or hot dogs (you
don't know what animal parts
are ground in those). There are
alternatives to stores. Peanuts

Coop has fresh, whole foods,
dairy and cheeses weekly at
very low prices.
On
top
of
being
ethnocentric,
your
commentary was blatantly
sexist. "A grown man, seeking
insurance for a long and
healthy life...", Mike, baby,
what a bunch of crap! Do you
need to eat raw bias of meat
to keep your manly muscles
big and strong? I know men
and women who eat "healthy
foods" and are competitive
athletes, running, skiing and

Domestic abuse law
civil and criminal relief. A
complaint alleging abuse
can be filed in District or
Superior Court where either
the victim or the abuser
lives. No fee is charged for
the forms oiutlie filing of
the complaint. It is possible
to do this on your own, and
the
court's
clerical
personnel will assist in the
filing. It may also be
helpful to get other
assistance, whether it-isthrough a community
support or an attorney. A
hearing will be scheduled
within the 21 days following
the filing of a complaint. If
you need help right away, a
temporary protective order
can be issued by--the court
on the day you file or by a
judge if tire cowl is closed.
If emergeny relief is granted
the police personally deliver
a copy of the courts order
to the abuser. This
emergency order acts to
begin the formal legal

process leading to a full
hearing and a final
protective order within 21
days.
At the scheduled hearing
the victim must appear and
demonstrate to the judge
that they and the abuser are
memb,ers.of_the same family
or household and that there
has been abuse. If the judge
determines both statements
to be true, he/she can issue
a number of orders for the
victim's protection. A
variety of types of orders
are available to the court
(e.g. temporary custody
and support of children,
division
of
personal
property...) The most
common order-is-to direct
the abuser to refrain from
in Cr

ering- with ie liberty

of the victim.
Violation of a temporary
protective order is a crime.
An arrest can by made upon
probable cause without a
warrant, even if the police

BLOOM COUNTY
.. AND I GET
fATT
THE EANDIC.J.5 MICC-LIFT
1 1C1171U,Y
OFF IN A
WECK, MAR
Df5APPROVE
M.

PEAR, PO I MELT 5006E5 -?
TO -Mose /066f-cr, ...E3UT YOU
SUGGE51IVE CLOTHES CAN'T
THAT li3U'RE KARI*? a/F.,N
SEE!

/2

biking in world class rdces.
What do high heeled shoes
have to do with tofu? Do you
know who the people are who
create these "uncomfortable"
and "stupid" shoes and
convince women that they
should wear them for the sake
of femininity? Men.
So, Mike, I'll eat my yogurt
and homernade bread,you _eat
your greasy french fries and
chicken livers and let's live in
peace, o.k.?
Line M. Pelletier
Park St.
Orono

student legal services

haven't witnessed the
violation. If the final
protective orders are
violated the abuser will
have committed a crime if it
relates to abuse, division of
property, child custody and
visitation or possession of
the home, and the abuser
must be arrested. If the
police fail to make the
arrest you can file a
criminal complaint with the
district attorney or the
police. If there is a violation
of the orders relating to
money or counseling it is
dealt with as civil contempt.
Criminal protective
orders can be sought when
the abuser has committed
-a-ss a wit
cri-mi n-atthreatening, terrorizing or
eckless cmtdui..t tu a
number of their family or
household member. A
police officer can arrest the
abuser if he believes one of
those crimes have bten
commited on a household

member. The officer must
arrest the abuser if
aggravated assault has been
commited against a victim
(causing serious bodily
injury or using a dangerous
atioo
nrdeorfs
w
creim
a pinoanl protective
l
issued by the court are
crimes and the abuser must
be arrested. The final
protective orders are
generally in effect for one
year. They can be changed
through a hearing requested
by the victim or abuser.
Any person who feels
they are a victim of
domestic abuse is urged to
seek help. If you are a
student come to Student
Legal SieTVilivein
the Bangor area contact
Spruce Run at 947-0496
during business hours and
947-6143 all other times.
Spruce Run is an excellent
Crisis intervention center
for victims of abuse. Don't
face domestic abuse alone.

by Berke Breathed
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Fall to 2-6-0'

MC

3rd period jinx again...Bears lose 5-2
Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
If hockey games were 40 instead of
60-minute encounters, the UMO
hockey team could very well be 3-2-4.
But, reality has dealt the Black Bears a
cruel _blow by plaguing them with the
so-called third period jinx.
Once again the invisible jinx crept
onto the Alfond Arena ice Saturday
night helping the UNH Wildcats skate
past the Bears 5-2.Also, in reality, the
Bears are 2-6-0.
The Wildcats and Bears were hooked
up in a fast-paced, scoreless battle in
front of a
crowd of 2775
people, when Maine's Peter Maher hit
Ron Hellen with a lead pass that snuck
by the UNH defense leaving Hellen one
on one with the goalie Todd Pearson.
Pearson proceeded to make a superb
pad save, one of 23 saves he would
make to halt one Bear scoring
opportunity after another.

UNH goalie Todd Pearson was the
main barrier between the Bears and
victory.(Lloyd -Rees photo)

But if Pearson was superb, Maine Bjorkstrand hit Bruce Heglan
d with a
goalie Pete Smith was extraordinary at picture perfect pass on
a two on one
times, keeping the, Bears in the game break that Hegland tipped
into the
and stopping numerous close open right side of the net.
shots by Wildcat players.
Muse then knocked in the game
The Wildcats opened the scoring at winner at 5:34 of the third period
when
7:43 of the first period when forward he intercepted
a Smith clear-out and
Dan Muse (two -goals and one assist) —put a backhand wrist
Sh-cit past Smith's
stole the puck from Maine's Roger stick side.
Grillo, made a nifty move and shot the
Semler said the game was even
puck past Smith's glove side.
throughout the first two periods, but
Winger Scott Boretti scorched
admitted that the team just can't seem
wrist shot that Pearson kicked out only
to get past the third period.
to have freshman Rick Bowles, Who
"We diiiirt • seem to hii the
leads the team in points with 12, knock
experience to come on in the third
the rebound past Pearson's glove side.
period," he said. "UNH just got away
Both teams were short handed when
from us."
the Bears scored.
Smith agreed saying, "It's like a
The Wildcats came right back to
mental block. It's something we have
score on a power play at the 12:15
to overcome," he said. "It's like a
mark when Dwayne Robinson scored
mountain and we have to get over the
on a pass from Paul Barton.
top."
Defenseman Joel Steensen seemed to
— -Not wasting any time, the Bears
sum up the team's outlook. "We're
evened the score when Todd
not giving up," he said. "The
attitude's good and we're going to get
that first win to break the ice."

Women
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK
PRESENTS

Hoop squad
loses pair
by Ken Waltz
Staff writer

na.
MEM
MIRAN MOM

BillBECFMBROA

Atthe University
of Maine at Orono
Gymnasium
Tickets sol

d at the Memorial Union, UMO
mil 581-7
929 for more information

Tickets;

$4.00 student $6.00 gen. public

Other Ticket Outietac
T•Shirts & Things
34 Main 9, Bangor 942-6913

Discount Beverages
-7 Oak St, Orono 866-7711

---

F3RCNJ6HT TU YOU BY

Jean Seen Pins
-Bangor Mall, Bangor 947-0447

The Ski Rack
-Maine Square Moll, Bangor 945-6474
---BCCAlludeat I:nine
Texas Ave. Bangor 945-9513

Show starts 10prn in the Gymnasium on Dec 17 (Friday
)., Doors open at 9:15pm

"SCHLITZ ROCKS AMERICA"
sponsored by SEA and WTOS

"We had the game in our hands,"
said UMO women's basketball Coach
Eilene Fox. "We just could not put
the ball in the basket."
Such was the fate of the Bleak bears
this weekend as they returned from a
two game set in Connecticut with a 4948 loss to Eastern Connecticut on
Saturday and a 89-79 loss to Central
Connecticut on Sunday.
Fox said that poor free throw
shooting ("the worst free throw
percentage for a game I can
remember") and "a young team that
scrambled and hustled" was the
deciding factor in the first game.
The Bears were down by one point
with a one and one free throw situation
eonfrontini-captain-eathyllaSOli. Sh-e
• could not convert and thus capped a
disappointing day with Maine going
four for 15 from the free throw line.
Nason led the Bears in a losing
cassue scoring 11 points while Emily
Ellis had nine and Tammy Gardiner
netted eight. Carrie Seymour led the
winners with 15 points.
Maine bounced back on Sunday
getting a well balanced scoring attack
with Julie Treadwell hitting for 18
points (eight for eight from the line),
Ellis 17 points (18 rebounds), Lisa
Cormier 14 and Nason and Beth
Cormier 10 points a piece.
But the game was a "one woman
show," said Fox. Hope Linthicum for
Central scored 27 points to off set any
Bear comeback.
were ahead 42-36 at halftime,"
said Fox. "Then she (Linthicum) came
tearing in there."
"The game was relatively close until
the last couple of minutes when we had
to foul and send them to the free throw
line," Fox said.
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Weekend Sports
ROUNDUP

"UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS ST
DAILY : 7:00 & 9:00
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827-3850
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Tuesday Night

Ibellissionans

Two drinks for the price of one
on all bar brands.
Bounty Taveme Holiday Inn,
500 Main Street, Bangor

He gaw his both. to save their souls.
MICHAEL PALIN
MACZIE SMITH
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Black Bears finished first in
nine of 16 events as the men's
track team scored 90 points easily
beating Colby College (46) and
Bentley College (34) at Colby
Saturday.
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men's
basketball
Turnovers in the closing
moments proved costly for Maine,
as
Drexel
University • of.
Philadelphia handed the men's
basketball ram its first loss 59-53
Saturday._
Jeff Cross and Paul Cook led
Maine with 16 and 12 points
respectively.
Maine
played
Fairleigh'
Dickinson at Rutherford, New
Jersey Monday night.

••

men's
swimming
The men's swim team beat the
University of New Hampshire 7043 Friday and bounced back
Saturday taking 12 of 13 events
as they trounced the University of
Vermont 86-27.
Jeff Wright set Vermont pool
records in both the one and three
meter diving events.

wrestling
1-1

_

The Black Bear wrestling team
upped its record 7-1 Saturday
beating Keene State 33-26 and
losing to Plymouth State 23-12.
Mark Curry, Paul,Htighes and
team captain Arvi4 Cullenburg
all won both their matches and
remained undefeated this season.

Get yourself a good-paying job that starts
paying you while you're still in school.
Qualified students selected for the Navy's
Nuclear Power Officer Candidate Program
earn over $1,000 a month until graduation,
and a $3,000 selection bonus. This is not
ROTC. Finish school with a prestigious
engineering management position awaiting
you upon graduation. The Nuclear Power
Program offers superb benefits, and the

best training in the world. Starting salary is
competitive. After four years, you'll earn
over $40,000! Strong calculus, and calculusbased physics background, plus demonstrated academic excellence a must. U.S.
Citizens only. Navy officers will be on
campus for interviews on December 9 and
10. Sign up at Office of Career Planning &
Placement, or call collect (617) 223-5543
for an appointment.

women's track
Led by triple winners Lisa
Clemente and Kerni Longval, the
women's track team outdistanced
Colby College 74-49 Saturday in
the opening meet for the women
this season.

women's
swimming
The women's swim team lost to
Harvard in Cambridge, Mass.,
Saturday dropping its seasonal
record to 1-2.

UMO's varsity teams
had a combined
5-6 weekend
Look for more
'details on these
and other games anci
features in this week's
- • Campus

You Heard Him-Read The Wok!!

ABBIE HOFFMAN
SQUARE DANCING IN THE ICE AGE
Just published hard cover

$14.95

Soon to be a major motion picture...
(softcover)

$6.95

(reissue edition)

$5.95

Steal This Book...
$2.00 handling up to 3 books: 4-6 weeks delivery
Check,to: JACK HOFFMAN PRESENTS
Box 15 Worcester, Ma 01613
Include Name,-Address,'Zip code & Prison No.
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SmartSantas
Plan Ahead!!!
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10% DISCOUNT

At the University Bookstore on
EVERYTHING
IN THE MO UNIVERSITY BOOKS
TORE
FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
* Books
* Clothing
mot,
* Sports Equipment

And Much More
Does not apply to special
orders,rings,calculators
film developing and
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Large campus police force aids patrol
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer

_ •-

I
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detective and an assistant director
(The director of police is considered
part of the administration.)
Prosser said the police are responWith a community of 17,000'during
sible for patrolling the campus 24,
the regular school year, the University
hours a day, seven days-a week. The
of Maine at Orono is virtugily a small
large force is necessary because
city. To handle the problems such size
officers are only supposed to work 40
brings, the university fields the
hours a week, and officers miss work
second largest police force in Penobbecause of sickness, vacations and
scot County.
training periods.
The UMOPD has a force of 28
The UMOPD has authority on all
persons, second only to the ,
, Bangor
university-owned or controlled land,
Police Department's 66 persons who
including outlying area's such as
serve 35,000 Bangor residents.
University Park and Smith's Farm. as
But Assistant Director of Police -well as university-owned fraternities
William Prosser said, "You'd proon College Avenue.
bably find that we're way low in
Nine-officers work the night shift on
comparison of the population to the
campus, with an officer patrolling
number of our officers (There is one
each of the five Orono complexes and
officer for every 607 people who use the Bangor Community College on a
university.)"
walking beat.
The UMO police
The department has 24 officers
officers have the same authority (to
(including supervisorq, a bookstore
arrest and subpoena) as all police
detective, a crime prevention officer, a
officers in Maine.

"Order maintenance is our top
priority," Patrolman Harry Dalton
said. "We try to serve the peace
officer function by watching for/ and
trying to prevent crimes.
Law
nforcement is only our second
priority."
Prosser sa,id, "A lot of our thefts are
due to drifters. I think for the most
part our.students are here to learn and
get their degrees."
The UMOPD has no authority
outside the campus except for hot
pursuit on College Ave. However,
instead of continuing a chase past
College Ave., the Orono or Old Town
police are usually contacted and asked
to pick up the suspects.
Acting Orono Police Chief David
Dekanich and Maine State Police Lt.
Herbert Morse agreed that cooperation with the UMOPD is excellent. All
area police departments are allowed to
come on the campus, but they prefer
to let the UMOPD handle university

cline
am

ck.

the daily
IMRE
,

vol. 91 no. 53

problems.
- "We like to handle our own
students," Prosser said. "Orono and
Old Town handle in cooperation the
College Ave. area and they come, on
campus to help us when we request it,
but we can't leave because state law
gives us no authority outside campus."
Dekanich said there was discussion
in the late 197p's about cutting the
UMOPD. He believes any cuts could
put a tremendous burden on the small
(eight officers) Orono Police Department."
"If they ever cut the university
police, we'd have to pick up a portion
of their duties. especially at night,"
Dekanich said. "The question is,
where would the money come from to
make up for it? The university is a
major part of our town and is
non-taxable by Orono. Our residents
would be hard pressed to make up the
extra tax burden of adding new
officers."

Thetiniiiersity of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 1875
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Senate debates 15-week fall'83semester
by Marshall Murphy
Staff Writer
In its final session of the fall
semester, the General Student Senate
did a variety of housecleaning chores
including discussion on the academic
calendar, auditing within student
government, and the final round of
organization funding.
Harry Batty, of the calendar committee, informed the senators that at
present the Council of Colleges is
considering a 14 or a 15 week semester
for the fall of the 1983-84 school'year.
Batty explained that the Council of
Colleges and the Board of Trustees are
being influenced heavily by the Maine
tourism industry to have a 15-week
semester starting after Labor Day and
ending with finals week after Christmas bileak.
This is because the tourism industry
in Maine counts on - -many UMO
students for summer employment.
However, some of the tourism industry's busiest times are during
Labor Day weekend which, during this

past semester, came after the start of
classes.

—7
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Eileen Bolduc(Lamb photo)

a
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Harry Batt), spoke to the student senate ?meads light about, proposed
calender changes for ne./ayeat-iVansithria

Interns chosen for work
in Washiogton this spring
•

by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer

-

Student government president Jeff
Mills, while not voicing support or

Four university students have been
chosen for the Congressional
Internship Program for the spring
semester.
Jim MacLeod, Eileen Bolduc, Jeff
Switzer and Jeff Mills have been
chosen by a committee of four
professors and two students.
,"We had a very good field to pick
from. It was a hard choice. We have some good students that will do well in
Washington," Prof. Kenneth Palmer,
chairman of the Congressional
Internship Program, said.

The four students will spend their
spring semester in Washington
working for one of the four Maine
Congressional Representatives.
MacLeod will be working for Sen.
George Mitchell, Boldu for Rep. John
McKernan, Switzer f9r... Rep. Olympia
Snowe, and Mills (or Sen. William
Cohen.
Steve Holden, a political science
graduate student and former
Washington intern, said the internship
is a good opportunity for the students
because they can supplement their
school work with the real world work.
The student interns receive nine
hours of credit for the internship
(see Interns p.3)

opposition for either calendar, said the
COC should wait to vote until all the
recommendations have been passed
on to them.
The student senate attached an
amendment saiing the Council Of
Colleges should keep with the 14-week
calendar until hearing all recommendations. This amendment passed and,
in turn, the senate unanimously
approved a recommendation of a
14-week calendar for the fall of 1983.
In other business, Leo Loiselle, who
is in the process of drafting design
policy procedures for clubs and
preparing a financial statement with
respect to student government funds.
addressed the senate on his progress.
Loiselle, composed a list of recommendations that included the right of
student government to demand accountability of funds from each club
they &rid. Liëllé. alsb
that any--club-- or- organization that .
handles over $S,BOU - should bet.,
Loiselle explained that,
bonded.
bonding can guard against misappropriation of funds.

-410.
to,—
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Jett Switzer(Lamb photo)
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Munchies distributed
to students Saturday
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by Michele Guilmette
Staff writer

will be delivered to the Resident
Directors and students may pick them
up by giving their orange card to the
RD.
"We have had to do it this way
The end of the semester is finally
because unfortunately, during the first
here and soon many students will be
year some students never got their
of
a
fortified for final exams with box
s," she said.
package
survival
exam
final
a
called
food
snack
Off-campus students do not receive
kit sponsored by the Student Alumni
the final exam "Survival" Kits,
Association.
Dysart said, "It's too big an underNancy Dysart, director of alumni
taking and we don't have the
activities and advisor of SAA said that
personnel, time or vehicles, irtif,- we
orders 'from parents are still being
deliver to the Fraternities and to
do
taken but sales are down from last
• BCC," she said.
year.
This is the fourth year that SAA hai
"The cost MI has stayed the same
ed the final exam survival kit
sponsor
for the last three years but sales are
. Dysart said the notes
program
down probably due to the economy.
included in the packages from parents
Parents have other costs to consider
who have given them every year have
and it's things like survival kits that
been fun to read.
get eliminated.
"Some have said, 'We hope this is
Last year SAA sold 2,000 final exam
your last kit and as long as you pass it
survivalrats This year Stephen Perry,
will be the last' " she said.
treasurer, says,"We expect to get no
Profits from the final exam survival
more than 1,600 responses by the end
kits is SAA's major fund raising
of the week."
project of she year.
The finatexam survival kits, will be
Perry said food is bought at a
distributed Saturday and will 'contain
wholesale rate from Doug's Shop 'n
items such as apples. bannanas,
Save and the price parents pay is
oranges, soup mix, hot chocolate mix,
equal to the retail value of the
chips, candy, gum, raisins and fruit
contents.
juices.
He said, SAA uses the profits to
Dysart said, "I'm sure students
help pay for various expenses at the
would preter soda, but parents have
end of the year. but the bulk is put
asked that we keep these as nutritious
away to send a few members as
as possible."
delegates to the National Student
Students will receive orange cards
Alumni Association/Student Foundain their mail boxes from SAA notifying
tion Convention held each year in
them that they will get a final exam
September.
survival kit. Dysart said the packages

Finals kits will fortify students for the upcoming exam week.

Volunteers spur success
by Rich Miller
Staff writer
Students who volynteered they time
to work at this year's Classified
Employees Christmas Scholarship fair.
helped make it a success.
Merle Mitchell, chairperson of the
Classified Employees Scholarship
t
s-fidefits
Committee, said about
donated their time to work at the fair,
which was held Nov. 12.
"We made more than 52,500 and the
fair wouldn't have been as successful
without the students helping us out."
Mitchell said four students from.
campus dining halls worked in the
kitchen at the fair, serving food and
washing dishes.
,"They were just great," he said.
"They gave us a big hand with the
food, and they gave us a Saturday of
their free time."
Proceeds from the fair go to a
scholarship fund for classified
employees'children and grandchildren.

Mac

A classified employee is a univerisity
employee who is paid by the hour and
biweekly.
"With the money we made from this
year's fair and what was leftover from
past fairs we shoutd be able to give out
five or six scholarships in 1983,"
Mitchell said.
Mitchell said the scholarship is for
half the cost of tuition for one semester
at whatever college in Maine the
recipient decides to go to. A
scholarship selection committee of five
reviews
employees
classified
applications and decides on recipients.
" Handmade goods that were donated
were sold at the fair. Booths included
knit goods, baked goods, woodcrafts
and a plant table. A Christmas cookie
booth run by Brownie Schrumpf
attracted many of the 2,500 who
attended the fair, Mitchell said.
"She bakes cookies before the fair,
then she decorates and sells them
during the fair while people look on,"
he said. "She's been involved with the
fair in the past, and her booth is always
successful."
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10 PERCENT OFF
ALL JEWELRY

now till Christmas
for all U.M.O.Students
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Mill St. Downtown

Orono 866-5523

Come see us for
all your car
care needs
STUDENT
DISCOUNT COUPON
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Get yourself a good-paying job that starts
paying you while you're still in school.
Qualified students selected for the Navy's
Nuclear Power Officer Candidate Program
earn over $1,000 a month until graduation,
and a $3,000 selection bonus. This is not
ROTC. Finish school with a prestidious
engineering management position "ttwilitIng
you upon graduation. The Nuclear Power
Program offers superb benefits, and the

the world. thrting salary is
best trait-it corneti,1ve Afte rt'.fc.jr, years,. you'll-earn
21 calculus, and calculus/
over $40,000! 9ron1
based phySios background, plus ,demonstrated academic excellence a rmist..U.S.
Citizensi,onk Navy officers will be on
campps for interviews on December 9 and
10. Skin up at Office of Career Planning 8.
Placement, or call collect (617) 223-5543
for an appointment.

THE

MEN'S ROOM

Professional Hair Styling
244 Hammond St., Bangor
grub ho coupon

SIAM OFF ALL
HAIRCUTS
$5.00 OFF OUR RM.
$25.(11) PERM
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Tuts Wed ,Thu, by Apo'i

Marcia SI. Pierre
Don Hoick. 947-3924
947-4870
Now through
Dec. 31,1982
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Student interns
(cont. from p.1)
program, Palmer said. The students
receive living expenses, paid by the
office they work for in Washington.
Housing and transportation cost is
paid for by the student, Palmer said.
He said the committee looks for
well-rounded students who are familiar
with politics, have some interest in the
political system and work well with
people.
MacLeod, a junior political science
major, said he wants to get a direct
informal education where he could
learn politics first-hand. He said he is

isity
and .

staff down there and he is anxious to
start working in Washington. He also
said he is interested in meeting a lot of
people and getting very involved.
"I hear about things going on in
Washington, but I don't really
understand it all; being down there will
help me understand," he said.
Mills, a senior history and education
major, said he always wanted to go to
Washington because it is the center of
politics.
"I want to understand the political
system better, I'd like to see for myself

MacLeod: wants to

Mills: wants to

learn politics

see Washington not
•

this

first-hand

just read about it

'TOM
!out

Christmas Trees •
Nqrsery Select Balsam Fir3 Main Street, Orono, (downtown by the bridge) December 10,
4:00-8:00 p.m.; December 11 &
12, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Price- $8
and up. 866-2518, 866-3248 after
4:00 p.m.
BREAK-A-WAY: Bermuda,
$338, or Nassau, $339!!! See
Millie or Perry at the Memorial
Union Information Center or call
7035! .
Adventures in Travel:
Bermuda Trip, March Break,
prices from $235. Includes RT Jet
Transportation, 7 nights lodging,
daily beach parties, free beer and
much more. -Contact Ru_th
Hamel, 429 Corbett Hall 581'7995 for -details.

CAMPUS
CRIER
FOR SALE:
1972 Volkswagon. New tires,
reconditioned engine. Need
money to return to school. $700
or best offer. Call Nancy or
Sandra at 866-5631.
Sublet Larse 1 Bedroom, JanJune, Wood) floors, Fireplace,
Furn. Bangor, No Pets. Call 9428102.
Error free typing and
transcribing
with
prompt
turnaround. Very competitive
rates. J. Smith 947-0249.

If I knew they were going to
take it so rough,. I would have
bought a Maine Campus
Personal.
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interested in the court system and
Constitutional law, but he'll get a
general knowledge, Of politics in
Washington.
Bolduc, a senior political science
major, said the program will give her
an opportunity to meet people and that
might help her in the future.
"Eventually I want to live in the
Washington area and get involved in
the government; this will help me get 4
start," she said.
Switzer, a junior political science
major, said Olympia Snowe has a good

te

other than reading_ it from a
textbook," he said.
Mills, president of Student
Government whose term ends at the
beginning of February, said VicePresident Jon Lindsay will finish out
his term after he leaves in January. "I
don't think it will cause any
problems," he said
The four Maine natives expressed
morries about moving into the city, but
Switzer said he is looking forward to
the change into a city-type
environment.

DON'T LET THIS
HAPPEN TO YOUntDrop
off your personal sometime before
2 p.m., Thursday in the basement
of Lord Hall.
Twenty words- $1.00.

The
Whopper®

APRIL 9, 1983

MCAT
Cat

LayS

Here's what makesitso special.

E.enings S. Weekends

A big toasted five-inch sesame seed bun
Crisp, iceberg lettuce

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

(617)482-7420
Class in your area
beginning January 22

Two farm fresh slices of ripe tomato
.•

Fr-6911 -46arof-iiah—

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 85 Mator US Cities A Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 1100-223-17$2

_UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENTS

You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility
ore as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they are helping
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas
of food production, energy conservation. edtication, economic
development and health services_ And they'll tell you about
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas They'll
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
See Roger Cooper, Peace Corps R'epresentative, Winslow Hall #205, UMO, 581-2612.

Four crunchy slices of pickle

100% pure beef flame-broded not fried

Zesty catsup and real mayonnaise

it's flame-broiled,never fried and that's just the first
thing that makes it special. Only Burger King makes the Whopper-the
sandwich that's served just the way you want it. There's a Whopper waiting
for you right now, so come- Make"it SpeciarMake it Burger King.
Cut out the coupon and have a second one on us.
Burger King Whopper --Reg US Pal 8. TM Off

1981 Burger King Corporation
Ui

I

-

II

I INN\

1 BURGER
I

KING

MEOW

Buy one WHOPPER"
sandwich,get another
WHOPPER free.
Please present this coupon before
ordering. Limit one coupon per customer.
Not good in conjunetion with any
other offer.
This offer expires 12/31182 _
Good only at Stillwater Ave., Orono
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Opinion

-

Eyes Right

Hide and seek

FRANK HARDING

words were being recorded, or that some member
would be less inclined to posture for-the press.
Brainstorming would become easier, they say.
Maybe decisions could be reached faster in that
manner, but we shouldn't believe them when they say
that efficiency is their motive for secret sessions.
In the Lit few years, the faculty has clashed with
the administration in some COC meetings. The press
picked it up. It undoubtedly irked the admiriStration
and they have set oucto close their window of
vulnerability.
We believe Stewart Doty, the former chairman of
the COC summed it up best when he said, "People
who want public meetings closed are afraid they
might be embarrassed."
Leaders of Student Government have been quick
to recognize it is not in students interests to have
closed Council meetings. Some faculty have also
begun to resist the stifling of their voices.
We strongly urge all members of the COC to reject
the proposed amendment to close meetings. The
COC should not have to hide what it is doing.
JL

On Dec. 20 the Council of Colleges will vote
whether to hold some of its meetings in secret. The
members of the Council will either opt for an honest
and open route—that of open meetings— or they will
elect to hide themselves and their actions behind the
veil of authorized secrecy.
The COC is made up of representatives from the
student body, the faculty, and the administration.
Although it does not make binding decisions, it does
make recommendations on issues that affect
everyone in the university, recommnedations that are
taken seriously by the president of UMO.
The Council soon will recommend a calendar for
next year. Last year, it called for the removal of
university investments in South Africa. At its last
meeting, it narrowly defeated a proposal to put UMO
on a plus-minus grading system. Secret meetings
could deny most of us the knowledge of how and why
such decisions are made.
Some argue that by being able to close the doors to
the meetings, decisions could be reached easier
because everyone could speak without worrying their

Hard core

•

Priorities
Silverman and the Board of Trustees showed that
their priorities are with administrative salaries. Their
priorities are not with hiring new personnel,
purchasing new equipment for the library, or hiring
new personnel for a new and needed nursing
pivgram
silver an said last week in response to Brennan's
ent that these were some of the areas that
artriciun
could be c
Salaries were not on his list. They are part of the
vague category called "people funds" and have
already been allocated. Salaries are about 80 percent
of the university budget.
The administration must reevaluate its priorities.
Yes, we have one of the lowest-paid presidents in the
nation. We also have one of the lowest-paid faculties
in the nation.
But we must maintain the quality of education here
at Orono--that's where our priorities should be.

President Paul H. Silverman received a pay raise
Monday at the University of Maine Board of
Trustees meeting. But the raise came at a bad time
for Silverman and possibly for the university.
Silverman was granted an 8 percent salary
increase from $55,080 to $60,639, a delayed pay hike
retroactive to July 1, 1981. But, _Silverman says he is
still among the lowest paid land-,granfunivet4,sity
presidents in ttie nation.
The increase couldn't have come at a worse time,
as Gov. Joseph Brennan announced last week that
the university stystem my face S2.6 million in cuts
resulting from the tax indexing referendum passed by
Maine voters Nov. 2.
Brennan is trying to get the state Supreme Court to
find the retroactivity of the indexing proposal
unconstitutional. But if Brennan's attempts faktheU-Maine system could have $2.6 million cut from its
budget, $1.2 million of which would be cut from
HMO's budget—

K.M.

The University ofAlaine at Orono's student newspaper since 187
pu44•Air4 dads at
I he %fame ampus
the I. nit ersits of Maine at Orono. .
. Editorial and business others are
:localcd at suite "'A Lord Hall. LIMO.
Orono. Maine. 04469. telephone 12011
581-7531. Adsertising and subscription
rates asatlabic upon - request Printed at
The His worth 4 merican. Ellsw or t h.
Maine. 04605.
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David Lloyd-Rees

Have you ever noticed that
between that last term paper
and finals week there is a lull in
the academic storm? I have and
believe me I've been taking full
advantage of this respite--enjoying a few cold ones, rollin' em
up. In my relaxed state, I took
the time to reconsider the logic
of my continued presence in the
university system.
The horrible truth is I've
never gotten my academic act
all the way together. Some
students plan well and study
effectively throughout the semester. I abuse the system. I ..
fuddle about most of the school
year, often looking for places to
go other than classes. I like to
read the material for a test the
night before it's given. Experience shows that there are damn
few papers that can't be written
in a day, provided they're due
the day after, of course.
The greatest problem with my
system is it inherently requires
a two or three week period of
intense work. Lack of time
leaves no margin for error. The
presssure is vicious.
My method may lead to
madness, but it does have a
certain twisted logic to it. M.!,
two-week academic semester
2-week term to
affords me a tirti
versity educatpursue a real
ion.
I don't want to let the cat out
of the bag or anything, but
universities are a great place to
learn about real life. You
know--independence from Mom
and Dad, laundry and kitchen
skills, coping with obnoxious
neighbors and colleagues, money managment, developement
of a sound code of ethics, heavy
interpersonal relationships and,
of course, social drinking and
puking. .
- I believe these skills are, at
least, as important at"specific
academics in determining a
student's future. What's more,
most students enter the university no more prepared in the
realities of life than in their
intended field of study.
In my opinion most of students should be more concerned
about these trasices than the
books.
Now. sonic future "professionals" and others can
argue that grades play a large
role in their future. The point is
valid; grades are part of the
game. If nothing else, earning
rod grades will teach the
rudiments of sleazing out of
life's reSpOnsibIlities.
But don't let anyone fool
you-grades are virtually meaningless. They're just the university's basic requirement to hang
around and grow up.
Frank Hardin ---s a
journalism/history major from
.•
Maine.
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Response
Curriculum lacks depth for engineers

EQUAL TIME
!he Mame Campus welt:mites limier, to the ednor, Letiers ..hould be
biter OE a °FT!s or le...1 and indude a name and telephone number.
"%AMC,still he a nItheld itoh under speoal
.mow,— and open let ter•• although
"Anon,
aekonte, %ill not he publi.hed
I he Aldine( ampu%
rescr'.es !tie
right to
edit lener.

others are totally neglected.
the current UMO Catalog
shows that the average number
There are probably no easy
of elective courses in the solutions to this dilemma.
humanities or social sciences One apparent measure would
Marshall Cole's essay
which engineering students be to reduce the engineering
"Science and the long view:
take is seven, just less than
can
programs required course
an engineer's view of ethics
per semester (some loads to allow students one or
one
2
(Campus,
y"
and technolog
engineering majors offer as two
a
electives.
offers
more
1982),
Dec.
few
as five).
'Engineering departments will
refreshingly forthright
Consider theproblem f an
be understandably reluctant to
discUssion of the problems
engineering student facès in
adopt this measure, feeling
engineers face in developing a
attempting to take elec 've that the established sequence
sense of ethics to match their
which can aid in th
courses
Cole
of core courses is necesssary
engineering skills.
development of an ethical for the student to achieve a
suggests that many scientists
basic engineering background.
and engineers lack a sense of, perspective: if such a student
wishes to improve writing
responsibility
But if it is important .that
be
May
six
taken
credits
skills,
placing
g students should be
for
engineerin
necessary
technological-advancement-C-4ff up with this endeavor; three able to develop an ethical
for EH1 and three for EHI7-dimension to their education,
an appropriate perspective.
because EHI (or its equivalent) then such a measure should be
of
"students
that
observes
He
is a prerequisite for EHI7, and
seriously considered.
the sciences and technology
a few engineering
ed__Only
use a system similar to tia_iire_not generally encourag
_Scudents interested
Eh 17 into.their developing—ii sense of the
However, these cards provide
to take the longer vies." and programs build
required sequence of courses..
most
means and
that
a uniform
history of- the literary impact
out
points
This situation could leave the
of technological developments
eliminate the jumble of odd- engineering students are "not
student with as few as five
take many
sized cards and envelopes that
might appreciate knowing that
required to
courses--and less, in some - -next semester the English
their
outside
instructors have had to electives
instances--with which to build
contend with in the past.
majors." Cole concluded that
department will be offering a
a
background in social and
ing
are
special topics course entitled
These free finals cards
responsible engineer
Literature and Technology
provided to the faculty and
students who wish to develop ethical awareness.
What course of action is (Eh 90 Div. I). This course will
students as part of Alpha Phi
their own ethical values will
open? A combination of one
explore the impact of
Omega's ongoing service to
have to do so on their own
one
literature.
history
course,
are
y.
They
technology upon society as
universit
the
time.
psychology
about course, one
ilustrated in such works as
point
intended to help students
Cole's
The Time
obtain grades sooner and
Frankenstein,
individual initiative is valid, course, one philosophy
Machine, Brave New World,
make this process easier for
because engineering curricula course, and one economics
and On the Beach, among
faculty members. If you have
at UMO generally do not course? This approach will
probably result in a superficial
Students desiring
others.
any suggestions or questions
provide much opportunity for
additional information about
about this service, or if you
students to take advantage of exposure to each of these
the course should contact meneed more cards, please call
applicable elective courses in - areas, and will provide no
at 203 English-Math.
us.
the College of Arts and opportunity to develop a
Tony Plante
Science. A quick perusal of comfortable familiarity in any
David K. Vaughan
major of them. If the student opts
Alpha Phi Omega
engineering
the
Prof. of English
area,
Asst.
one
in
depth
requirements as described in for
To the editor:

Finals cards available
To the editor:
Alpha Phi Omega, The
National Service Fraternity,
once again providing finals
cards, free of charge, for the
convenience of The faculty and
students here at UMO.
These cards, if made
available to student by their
instructors before final exams
begin on Dec. 15, could be
stamped and addressed by the
students and returned to the
instructor. The instructor
would then fill in final exam
and course grades and mail the
cards. This would make the
final grades available to
students sooner than is
possible through the university
system.
Many instructors presently

Save energy
To the editor:
It isn't often that students at
an
this university get
opportunity to earn money for
their dorms and complexes,
however such an oppurt unity
has arisen.
Students that live on
campus can participate in the
Energy Conservation Contest,
sponsored by the Interand
Board
Dormitory
By
Life.
Residential
conserving energy, students
can earn rebates for their
dormitores and save the
university money.
Conserving a little electricity
isn't too much to ask, all it
off
takes --is_ turning
and
lighting
ry
unnecessa
cutting down on the use of
large consumption appliances
and devices. By conserving
this electricity students can
earn hundreds of dollars for
their dorms. This can mean
new TV's, video tape players
and stero equipment for each
dormitory.
So save a little electricity
and earn BIG BUCKS for
your dorm and complex.

When I was a sophomore
and living in a dorm, I
awoke the Sunday morning
before finals to find a
hearse parked outside the
dorm. That morning, a
student had tied a rope
around his neck and
jumped off the top bunk in
his room. Pressure. Some
students can withstand it.
Others crack at even a hint
of pressure.
Finals. They're coming.
People don't like to talk
about them because final
exams are not pleasant
topics-of discussion. I hate
finals. Not because they are

lisa debruyckere

Finals

commentary

tests or because you have to
cram an entire semeste#s
knowledge into two hours. I
hate finals because I see
what it does to other
people. It scares me.
Just loolLaf—the_ people
around you during finals
week. Eyes are dropping.
Pressure has carved lines of
fatigue on their faces.
irritable.
are
People
Everyone wants to bust out
and get as far away from
possible.
as
Orono
looms
Depression
everywhere. People act
crazy.
I hate it. It',s not a
healthy atmosphere during
finals week. People make it

just
and
relaxing
out to be far too much than
of
value
the
test,
pg
a
appreciati
only
It's
is.
it really
what
your education
or two, or three, or four, or
you've learned is far more
five. I've lived through it
seen
I've
important than getting
semesters.
for six
bummed out over final
those that play it cool and
exams or grades.
just consider finals your
_
exams.
everyday
average
The death of a I9-yearI've seen others who act as
a lasting
made
old
if there is no life before,
me.
Life and
on
impression
during or after finals.
more
tar
are
happiness
I've got two classes in
depression
than
important
which my grade depends onr—end--g
fades (the.Jairpr fun
my tirra1 'exam 'grade' --riT
necessarily
aren't
going to study my butt off
Just relax,
s).
synonymou
that
but deep down, I know
if you see
and
easy,
it
take
a two-hour exam- is no
and
is
down
who
someone
indicator of the quality or
Threw
out.
him
help
out,
I
quantity of knowledge
him a smile. A smile is the
have learned this semester.
best medecine for finals
Think about it. When you
week.
do, you'll realize that

by Berke Breathed
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Skaters start "second
season",lose 8-4
by Rich Garvin
Staff Writer

-

The Maine Black Bear hockey
team started what coach Jack
Semler called the "second season of Division I play" the same
way they started the "first
season", with a loss.
The Bears lost to the Boston
CoIlege Eagles 8-4 at McHugh
Forum last night. Maine is now
2-7 (0-6 in Division I), and has
lost 12 Division I games in a row
over the last year and a half. BC
is 4-2-1 overall (2-2-1).
Bob Sweeny got -the-Eagles
off to a fast start when he scored
. 52 seconds into the game on
BC's first shot on net. Ed
- Rauseo assisted on the play.
Maine tied it up 1:30 later
when Rene Cornea ult scored his +
first goal of the-year on assists
from Paul Ciacalone and John
McDonald.
Then Jim Chisholm, Shea and
.Rauseo all scored to give the
Eagles a4-1 lead. At this point
freshman goalie Ray Roy was
pulled in favor of Pete Smith.
Rauseo(unassisted) and Todd
Bjorkstrand (from Joe Jirele and

Bruce Hegland) traded goals at
the end of the period to make
the score 5-2.
Maine scored two quick ones
at the start of the third period to
Ray
make the score 6-4.
Jacques (from Roger Grilo and
Ron Hellen) and Bjorkstrand
(from Joel Steenson and Scott
Boretti) got the goals, but it was
as close as Maine would come,
- The Eagles then scored two to
Billy
make the final 8-4.
McDonough and Harlow scored
,the goals. Maine was outshot
—18-14 in the period, and 47-27 on
the night:
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The UMO hockey team lost an 8-4 decision to the Boston College Eagles Is
Boston Tuesday night.(Lloyd-Rees photo)

Clemente shines in track victory
by Chuck Morris
Staff writer
Lisa Clemente led two other
freshmen in guiding the UMO
women's track team to their first
victory of the young season with a
relatively easy win over Colby College
Saturday. The Bears beat the Mules
74-49 after outscoring them 28-9 in the
last five events.
Clemente, in her first collegiate
meet, was involved in three victories.

In the first running event of the day she
anchored the 880-yard relay squad of
Dot Foley, Sarah O'Neill, and Caskey
Lewis to a first place time of 1:50.3.
Her second victory was a solo effort
as she ran uncontested in the 440-yard
dash to post a two second edge over her
closes challenger in 60.8. She ran even
faster in her last race of the day as she
clocked 59.8 to bring her mile relay
team from third to first going into the
final leg. Kerni Longvale held the lead
as she anchored the team to a 4:12.6
time. Afterwards Clemente said, "I'm

very happy with how I ran today."
The other freshmen who performed
well were Karen Boyd and .Beth
Heslam. Boyd finishe,d second in,,the.
shotput (33' 8") and highjump (5')
behind teammates Barb Lucas (38' 6")
2"). In the high
/
and Sandy Glynn (5' 21
jump Glynn paced Boyd and Murphy
to a 1-2-3 sweep.
Heslam recorded two second places
also. In the hurdles she edged
teammate O'Neill in 8.8; O'Neill ran
(See "Tracksters," page 7)

MINISKIR
CONTEST
Wednesday Night
At The

BOUNTY TAVERNE

Next friday, Dec. 10, the Maine
Campus will publish the final issue
of 1982. This is your LAST CHANCE
to get in your personal message!
Secret Santa., this is your chance
to give the ultimate surprise.
Wish your roommate, your R.A.,
your RD., your girlfriend, your
parents and your pet goldfish a
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year in the Maine Campus
Personals! Personals will be
accepted until 1:00 Thursday in the
basement of Lord Hall.

$100
FIRST
PRIZE
Presented by

Give a Personal for Christmas!
Wish your friends good luck on
Finals!

)
Aid N

Twenty words - $1.00

Miller Lite and
The Bounty Taverne
500 Main Street Bangor
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National power

Struggling hoopsters face
James Madison in Bangor
Their previous 55-48 win over Ohio
State plus a 24-6 record vaulted the
Dukes to national'fame. Led by 6'8"
senion center Dan Ruland and 6'5"
senior guard David Dupont, the Dukes
are aiming for another great season as
they've only lost one player off last
year's 4eam.
North Carolina coat+ Dean Smith
called James Madison an "excellent"
team while Carolina's star forward
and NCAA tournament Most Valuable
Player James Worthy said, "They are
so smart, so disciplined, one of the
best teams in the country today."
Maine coach Skip Chappelle said.
"We've been there before (The Black
Beat lifve played top-ranked teams
like DePaul and„Kentucky the past two
We're not going to do
years.)
anything different for them, but it's
still early and we havell'i quite got
things going yet, so it's hard to predict
'w hat's going to happen."

by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
The Dukes of James Madison
University, one of the top college
basketball teams in the country.
invade the Bangor Auditorium Wednesday night at 7:35 p.m. to take on
the University of Maine.
James Madison nearly pulled off the
upset of the year in last season's

Monday night action
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NCAA Eastern Regional, losing a
52-50 decision to eventual national
champion North Carolina,

Tracksters win 74-49,
freshman shines
(continued from page 6)
7.6 in the trials; and her 1:33.2
clocking put her in second in the 600yard dash.
The Bears' second sweep of the day
was led by distance ace Rose Prest in
the two-mile. Her time of 11:07 led
Jenny Cunningham and Kerni Darcey
across the line.
Sophomore Kerni Longvale - was a
triple winner for the Bears also. She outdistanced the field in the longjump
(16' 6") and the 220-yard dash (27.5)
to add to the sprint relay victory.
Other winners for the Bears were
Stacey Cain in the 880 (2:27.19) an

captain Jo-Ann Choiniere in the mile
run (5:09). Both led from start to
finish. Choiniere was also pleased with
her performance but was more
surprised by the team spirit. She said,
"Everyone was involved in the meet.
We were all cheering for each other to
do well."
And do well they did as Coach Jim
Ballinger said, "We had some strong
performances today that enabled us to
win the meet."
This Saturday the women travel to
Durham to challenge the University of
New Hampshire.

...39ELW1LSON ST.. BREWER, MAIN E 0441 W
TEL (2071 989 6202
Miss Stints('sus suit size 12-14
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weekly sports calenda
Dec. 8-14
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL
Wednesday--UMO hosts James Madison at 7:35 p.m.
(at Bangor Auditorium)
Saturday--Umo hosts Brooklyn at 7:35 p.m.
MEN'S VARSITY HOCKEY
Saturday--UMO hosts BU at 3 p.m.
MEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING
Saturday--UMO hosts Laval at 2 p.m.
MEN'S VARSITY INDOOR TRACK
Saturday--UMO at New Hampshire at 12:30 p.m.
MEN'S VARSITY WRESTLING
Saturday--UMO at UNH/WP1/Harvard at 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING
Saturday--UMO at Springfield at 2 pail.
WOMEWSNARSTMIASKETBALU

Wednesday--UMO hosts New Brunswick at 5 p.m. at the Pit
Friday--UMO at UConn at 7 p.m.
Saturday--UMO at UNH at 3 p.m.
WOMEN!..S_VARSLIYAN_DODR TRAC_
Friday--UMO at UNH at 4 p.m.

_

THAYER SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Recruiting for Masters and Doctoral Candidates
in the following areas:
biomedical engineering
electrical engineering
environmental engineering
solichnechanics and mechanical design
fluid mechanics
metallurgy and materials science
radiophysics and space research
sYstem simulation and policy design
cold regions science and engineering
Fellowships and Research Assistantships
available.
Wed., December 8
RECRUITING DATE:
9 am. - 4pm.

SENIORS!!

09000
ve\\°

a

Prese
r),

Christmas Party
for all interested in the Big Brother/Big Sister
Program of Orono. Refreshments will be served
from 1 - 3 pm. Come on down and meet the
-littles." For more info. call Delta Upsilon 866-4970
or Big Brother/Sister of Orono 866-4903.

The 1983 Prism will arrive by
late October of 1983. If you will
not be on campus at that time and
would like your yearbook mailed
please send $2.00 and a
forwarding address to the Prism
office, Memorial Union and it will
be mailed upon publication.
YEARBOOKS ARE NOT
AUTOMATICALLY MAILED!!
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Managers a strong link in the athletic team chain

•%
V

by Ken Waltz
staff writer
-

0

-

"I'm not athletically inclined
and it feels good to be a part of a
team," said Cindy Hall, an
education major, who manages
the UMO women's basketball
team.
"It's fun," Hall said. "The
players make it fun because they
accept me as a part of the team.
It's also exciting to go to all those
places with the team."
Women's basketball coach
Eilene Fox says that it is
important to have a manager
that wants to be a manager.
"Managers are like coaches
extra assistants," she said.
"They do the things that have to
be done that free up coaches
and players to do what they
have to do."
Scott Worcester, a business
major from Southwest Harbor,
is in his second year of
managing th UMO
men's
basketball team- and says he also
manages because of the travel
opportunity but adds, "Basically it is the only way to stay
around basketball. I was never
good enough to —play in high
school." he said.
Both Hall and Worcester

When you watch your favorite
college or high school team
perform, what you notice and
enjoy are the hits, baskets,
goals, touchdowns and the
coaches' making their strategic
manuvers to win games. But,
behind all the glamour and
sweat is a person who probably
does as much, if not more to
keep a team operating smoothly. A person out of the lime
light-the unsung hero-the manager.
A manager is a person who is
totally dedicated to a sports that
he or she would probably like to
participate in but has discovered
that he doesn't have what it
takes to make the grade.
A manager is also a person
who possibly does more "menial" jobs with less recognization
than any person involved with
- Sports. Doing things like passing out towels, uniforms, equipnit.mt and water bottles is
certainly not glamorous. Then
why would anyone want to be a
manager?
•

People often see the manager
as doing jobs that have to be
done, but that aren't of much
significance. Nothing could be
further from the truth says UMO
hockey manager Ray _Adams.
"I do everything you can
think of," he said. "I have to
make sure things get done on
the road so the players and
coaches can concentrate on the
game. I also make travel
arrangements, make sure the
players have hotel rooms and
make sure a trunk of extra gear
gets packed." Adams also said
he makeS' all flight arrangements when the team travels by
plane.
Adams admits that hefrbecame
•
manager because of his "love_of_
sports" and adds that
he "didn't like being away from
athletics after high school."
Rich Stoepool, a business'..
major and the statistician for the
hockey team. also helps Adams
in his managerial duties; He
said he also enjoys working with
athletic teams.
"I enjoyed working withy
teams in high school," Stoeppel
said. "I also like to travel."
All the managers contacted
said that their duties as Black
Bear athletic managers is true
consuming, bilt added that you
do have time to keep your
grades up.
Fox probably sums up the role
of the manager best when she
said, "Managers have to be in
the background. They don't get
recognized, but they make it
a more pleasurable situation. A
manager does a valuable service
to the team."

agree that they are very much a
part of their respective teams.
"It is the same idea as being
in a fraternity," Worcester said.
"You're just with people you
have become good friends with."
Hall says"Getting to know
and becoming friends with the
players and coaches is the best
part."
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Ray Adams (Snow

photo)
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Asked if there is any animosity on the team. Worcester said
"Not really. No one feels they
are better than anyone else."
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Atthe University
Of Maine at Orono
Gymnasium

.
41.01,1

-

Tickets sold at the Memorial Union, UMO
call 581-7929 for more information

Tickets;

T-Shirts & Thisgo.

34 Main St Bangor 942-6913
Discount Beserages

7 Oak St Orono 866-7711

BROU6HT TO NUL I

••-• MICHAEL PALIN
MAGGIE swum
trribu
_

„THE__
WRIPIRE
STRIKES
RACK.=1
1.

SHOWS
DAILY
6:45 &
900

,011 Fich.5

Jean Seen Plus

The Ski Rack
-Maine Square Mall Bangor 945-6424
BCC-Student Union

10prrt in the Gymnasium on Dec 17 (Friday). Doors open at 9:15pm

"SCHLITZ ROCKS AMERICA"
• a

-

He gave his body tower their sixils.

Bangor Mall Bangor 947-0447

sponsored by SEA and WrOS

•:-:

AVE.
OLD TOWN
827-38S0

rThelniSSiOna

flfl

Texas Ave, Bangor 945-9513

a'

Y'7,00 & 900

$4.00 student $6.00 gen. public

Other Ticket Outlets:

Show STOrT5

UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS STILLVVATER
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featuring

Peter Galloway
December 8 & 9
50C Beer Night
448 N II SON STRUF I
BREWER. MAINE 114412
121/71 9111-3200
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